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Model HV-320E, DVB-T, Modulator
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Fig. 1 HV-120A Receiver (left) & HV-320E Modulator (right)

In the spring of 2014, I had become aware of the amateur DVB-T supplier, Hi-Des in
Taiwan ( www.hides.com.tw )   I purchased their model HV-110 receiver and HV-100EH
modulator.   I had very good success with them in setting up an amateur radio, digital TV
station on the 70cm band (420-450 MHz).  I became a strong advocate of DVB-T and Hi-
Des as a result.  I documented my DVB-T work using the HV-100EH & HV-110 in QST
[1] and also in several application notes, the most relevant to this note are AN-17 & AN-
18a [2-3].   In the winter of 2015-16, Hi-Des introduced two new products of interest.
They  were  the  Model  HV-120A DVB-T Receiver  and  the  Model  HV-320E  DVB-T
Modulator / Transmitter.   I purchased one of each for evaluation.  I purchased the HV-
320E  with  the  extra  cost,  option  PA2400,  which  included  a  2.4GHz,  20dBm power
amplifier module.  I also had available for evaluation the standard HV-320E (without
power  amp  option).   This  application  note  is  the  result  of  my  evaluation  of  these
modulators.   I include comparisons to the performance of the older HV-100EH.

http://www.hides.com.tw/
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Fig. 2   Front Panel of HV-320E

Fig. 3   Rear Panel of HV-320E

Model  HV-320E  DVB-T  MODULATOR
(100 MHz - 2500 MHz)
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Fig. 4   Front Panel of HV-320E-PA2400

Fig. 5   Rear Panel of HV-320E-PA2400

Model  HV-320E  DVB-T  MODULATOR
with optional 2.4 GHz power amplifier module
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Table 1  --  Comparison of  Hi-Des  DVB-T Modulators Specifications
FEATURE HV-320E HV-100EH
Price $369 base price   + $49 

for optional amplifiers
$560

Amateur Bands covered 70cm, 33cm, 23cm & 13cm 70cm, 33cm & 23cm
Frequency Coverage 100 - 2500 MHz 50 - 950 MHz

1200 - 1350 MHz
Bandwidth 1 to 8 MHz, 1 MHz steps 2 to 8 MHz, 1 MHz steps
A/V Inputs HDMI,  composite  video  +

stereo audio
HDMI,  composite  video  +
stereo audio, and Ethernet

A/V output none HDMI loop-thru + Ethernet
Audio Compression AAC or MPEG AAC or MPEG
Video Compression H.264 only H.264 or MPEG2
Video Resolution 480i to 1080P, auto only,

not selectable
480i to 1080P, selectable

Ethernet  Network  Video
Server capability

NO YES
(preliminary beta test stage)

Programming from PC via USB from PC via USB
or Ethernet

RF Connector SMA type F
RF Output Power (max.)
into 50 Ω

+6.5dBm, 70cm
+5.5dBm, 33 & 23cm
0dBm, 13cm (2450MHz)
+20dBm  with  optional
amplifier, band specific

+3dBm   (70cm)
0dBm      (33cm)
-8dBm     (23cm)

RF output Attenuator 0 to -25dB, 1 dB steps +6 to -10dB, 1 dB steps
DC Power +5V or 6 to 16 Vdc

470mA at 12Vdc
higher  current  draw  with
optional amplifier

9 to 24 Vdc
0.7 A at 12Vdc

UART data Mux Yes No
Size 4 1/8" x 1 1/2" x 2 3/4" 7 5/8" x 1 1/2" x 5"
Firmware Tested 54.89   IT9919

jedi.img  28 Jan 2016
AVSenderUARTGUI.exe 28Jan2016

v 4.17,    22 Oct 2015
AVSender-HV_151021_v1.img

Similar Related Models HV-310E, $279
170-950 & 1090-1350 MHz

HV-200E, $660
100 - 2500 MHz

The HV-320E is advertised as an improved version of the HV-310E.    It is still packaged
in the same case and looks very similar to the HV-310 and also the HV-110 and HV-120
receivers.   The significant differences between the HV-100EH and HV-320E include:
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Prices: The original HV-100EH sells for $560 and the HV-200E sells for $660.
The new HV-320E sells for  almost $200 to $300 less at $369.   The price is $418 with an
added 33cm, 23cm or 13cm, +20dBm power amplifier.

Enhanced Frequency Coverage:   The original HV-100EH tuned from 50 - 950 MHz.
and 1200 - 1350 MHz, covering the amateur 70cm, 33cm and 23cm bands.  The new HV-
320E tunes from 100 - 2500 MHz, thus adding the 13cm band.  These modulators also
cover the amateur 6m, 2m and 1 1/4 m bands, but wideband TV is not allowed on those
bands  in  the  USA.    Note:   the  HV-200E is  the  same as  the  HV-100EH,  but  with
enhanced frequency coverage, tuning from 100 to 2500 MHz.

Output Power:   The HV-320E produces a bit more output power than the HV-100EH.
Hi-Des  also  offers  extra  cost,  options  to  the  HV-320E  with  an  RF  power  amplifier
module installed.   The power output with this option is boosted to 100mW (+20dBm) for
one specific band.   This option should only be ordered if you only plan to operate on a
single band and need the additional power.  With these options, the maximum output
power from the modulator board is set  20dB lower than from the all-band HV-320E.
This was done to prevent damaging the power amplifier module.   This is not apparent
from reading the spec. sheet.

Packaging: The  HV-100EH  (&HV-200E)  was  packaged  in  an  all  metal,  rugged
cabinet with dimensions of  7 5/8" x 1 1/2" x 5" (w x h x d).   The new HV-320E is in a
smaller,  extruded  metal  cabinet  with  plastic  front  and  metal  rear  cover  panels.   It's
dimensions are 4 1/8" x 1 1/2" x 2 3/4".   It is the same package as used for the HV-110
and HV-120 receivers.

Video Compression: The HV-100EH (& HV-200E) supported both MPEG2 and
H.264.   The new HV-320E only supports H.264.   This is not seen to be an issue, as most
people are now using the more efficient  H.264.

Video Resolution: The HV-100EH (& HV-200E) can be programmed to output any
desired video resolution from 480i to 1080P, irregardless of the input video resolution.
This is not possible with the HV-320E as it automatically sets the output resolution to
match the input resolution.   This is an issue when using narrow bandwidths.  See later
discussion 

Ethernet  Video  Network  Server:   The  HV-100EH (& HV-200E)  has  an  Ethernet
connector and the ability to act as a network server.   It can either export video out over
the  Ethernet,  or  accept  incoming  video  from  the  Ethernet.    This  is  still  in  the
experimental,  Beta  stage  and  firmware  can  be  obtained  upon  request  from  Hi-Des.
Because of the Beta nature, this feature is not yet advertised on the Hi-Des web site.   The
new HV-320E does not have this capability.
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HI-DES  CUSTOMER  SUPPORT

The company Hi-Des provides excellent customer support.   As some of their products
are still quite new, some "bugs" are to be expected.   Feedback from customers, helps
them to improve their products.   If you ever encounter any issues with a Hi-Des product,
do not hesitate to contact them via e-mail.   Many times, they will have a newer version
of the product firmware to supply you that will resolve your issue.

CONFESSION: I must confess that I made a major error when I did my original
evaluations  on  the  new HV-320  modulators  (AN-28,  March  2016).    Thus  this  "A"
revision.   Because the PC program supplied by Hi-Des on a CD for programming the
HV-320 modulator had the same name, AVSender, as that which I had previously been
using for the older HV-100, I continued to use the older version, V 4.17, to connect to
both the HV-100 and HV-320s.   The V 4.17 program worked with all the modulators.
However, certain features of the new HV-320, in particular the HDCP capability, were
defeated by my using the incorrect AVSender program.   This caused the HV-320s to
refuse to accept HDMI video from Blu-Ray DVD players.    Once I installed on my PC
the correct AVSender program, this issue was resolved.   My  sincere apologies to Hi-Des
for the extra work I caused them in resolving the issue.

TESTS & OBSERVATIONS

TEST  1 -- LABELS:The HV-320E-PA2400  is missing labels.  It needs to have the 
brand name, model number and connectors labeled.   See Fig. 5.   The HV-320E comes 
complete with necessary labels.   See Fig. 3.

TEST 2 -- LED NUMERIC CHANNEL DISPLAY:   The original HV-110 receiver had
a 2 digit numeric display, but it was non-functioning.  It always displayed "00".   The new
HV-120A receiver and HV-320E modulator displays actually work.  Unfortunately, the
new numeric display LEDs are mounted flat on the pc board, rather than vertical.  Thus,
they can only be viewed from above looking down at a 45o angle.

TEST  3 -- SMA CONNECTOR PLACEMENT: The optional power amplifier
module is mounted on a separate pc board above the main pc board.  It has SMA input
and output connectors.   However they are inside the enclosure and not accessible from
the rear panel.  There are cut-outs in the rear panel for SMA cables, but to connect them,
one has to physically remove the rear panel.   See the above photo, Fig. 5.

TEST 4 -- DC  POWER: The new HV-320E draws 460ma at  +12Vdc (5.5 watts).
The  new HV-320E-PA2400  draws 675mA at  +12Vdc  (8.1  watts).    With  the  power
amplifier module dc plug disconnected, the current draw drops to 430mA (5.2 watts).
The older, HV-110EH draws 550mA at +12Vdc (6.6 watts).

TEST 5 -- VIDEO INPUTS:The composite video and stereo audio inputs were tested
and work fine. The HV-100EH (&HV-200E) provided both an HDMI input jack and also
a  loop-thru  HDMI output  jack.  The  HV-320E only  has  an  HDMI input.  It  does  not
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provide an HDMI loop-thru.   The new HV-320Es were tested and found to work fine
with 1080P HDMI video from a Canon camcorder,  Panasonic and Samsung Blu-Ray
DVD players, and an HP-PC, Windows 10, laptop computer.

TEST 6  -- VIDEO ENCODING RESOLUTION:The new HV-320 does not allow the
user to select the desired output resolution.   It is fixed at the incoming resolution.   The
HV-100EH (& HV-200E) does allow the user the flexibility to chose a lower resolution if
desired to suit the necessary propagation conditions, bandwidth, etc.    This can be a
major issue if trying to use the HV-320 in a low bandwidth (such as 2 MHz) mode, but
with  a  high  definition  (1080P)  HDMI video source.     The  HV-320 will  still  try  to
transmit 1080P video in a 2 MHz bandwidth with the result of an unacceptable, very slow
sequence of hi-def, freeze frames.    Standard definition (480i - NTSC or 576i - PAL,)
composite video sources must be used with the HV-320 if one wants to operate at low RF
bandwidths.

TEST 7 -- FREQUENCY  COVERAGE: The  HV-320E  was  tested  and  found  to
function normally on the 70cm, 33cm, 23cm and 13cm amateur bands.   The frequency is
synthesized and can be programmed to any arbitrary frequency with 1 kHz resolution. I
used a spectrum analyzer and both the HV-110 and HV-120 receivers, plus a commercial,
set-top box DVB-T receiver for these tests.

TEST 8 -- MAX. RF OUTPUT POWER: I  set  the  attenuators  to  maximum
output and measured the output power from the modulator board (lower SMA on the
PA2400 option) using an HP-432A rms RF power meter for the 70cm, 33cm, 23cm and
13cm bands.  (423-447MHz,  909-924MHz, 1243-1297MHz and 2305-2447MHz).   The
RF load impedance was 50 Ω.    At  the max. output  power setting (min.  attenuator
setting), the shoulder attenuation of all the modulators tested was degraded.  See test #12.
For optimum spectrum with excellent shoulders, the modulators should not be driven to
maximum output.

Band Freq HV-320E HV-320-
PA2400
exciter only

HV-320-
PA2400  with
amplifier

HV-100EH

70cm 435 MHz +7dBm -12.8dBm +7.3dBm +3dBm
33cm 915 MHz +4.1dBm -13.4dBm +6.4dBm +0.1dBm
23cm 1255 MHz +4.8dBm -14.5dBm +2.2dBm -6dBm
13cm 2393 MHz -1.0dBm -18.4dBm +20.8dBm NA

It should be noted that Hi-Des removes a gain stage from the modulator board when they
ship  the  power  amplifier  module  options.    They  do  this  to  avoid  overdriving  and
damaging the power amplifier module.
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Fig. 6
TEST 9 --  Option -PA2400 POWER AMPLIFIER: I  measured  the  above  Gain
vs.  Frequency  response  curve.    I  used  the  Rigol  DSA-815  spectrum analyzer  with
tracking generator to do a swept frequency response from 0 to 1.5GHz.   The Pin =
-26dBm.  For 1.5 to  2.5GHz, I  used the HV-320 modulator output  as the test  signal
source with the attenuator set to 0dB.  I used an HP-432A rms power meter to measure
the output first from the modulator board and then the output from the power amplifier
module.   The max. output power in the 13cm band (2.3-2.45GHz) was about +20dBm,
per Hi-Des specifications.

(*) note:   Hi-Des warns to never operate their amplifier modules without a proper 50 Ω
termination  or the amplifier will be destroyed !

Hi-Des also warns that the DC supply voltage should never exceed +12.5Vdc or the
amplifier module will be damaged !    This could create an issue if attempting to operate
mobile/portable from a 13.8Vdc lead acid storage battery.

TEST 10 -- RF ATTENUATOR: Both  modulators  include  a  built-in,  software
controlled rf attenuator to control the output power.   They are specified to give 1dB steps
of  attenuation.    I  tested  the  attenuators  with  both  the  HP power meter  and a  Rigol
spectrum analyzer.  Both modulators were found to in fact give quite accurate 1dB steps.
The HV-320 attenuator was found to have a range from 0dB to -47dB and worked well
over the entire range.   The HV-100EH attenuator was found to have a range of +6dB (i.e.
gain) to greater than -40dB.  However, due to excessive carrier leakage, it should not be
operated at a setting below about -5dB at most.  There was no built-in software lower
limit on the HV-100EH attenuator.   See test #12 for more details.

TEST 11 -- BANDWIDTH: Both models'  advertised  specifications  are  for  RF
bandwidths from 2 to 8 MHz in 1 MHz steps.    This was verified using a spectrum
analyzer.   With the most current firmware (as of March 2016) installed, both models
were found to also work on 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5 MHz bandwidths.  
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Fig. 7   HV-320E Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz band width, attenuator = 0dB,
shoulder attenuation = -40 dB, Pout = +7dBm

TEST 12 -- RF SPECTRUM: I  used  a  Rigol  DSA-815,  1.5GHz,  Spectrum
Analyzer for these tests.  The analyzer controls were set as specified in reference [4].
Tests were run on the 70cm, 33cm and 23cm bands  (435MHz, 915MHz & 1255MHz)   I
was  unable  to  test  the  13cm (2.4GHz)  band  due  to  the  1.5GHz  upper  limit  on  my
spectrum analyzer.  The HV-320E was found to be superior in comparison to the older
HV-100EH in terms of the  quality  of  it's  RF spectrum,  particularly at  high levels  of
attenuation..  The above photo is it's 70cm spectrum at 435 MHz at the max. modulator
output with the attenuator set to 0dB.   The shoulder attenuation was measured to be
-40dB.  At higher attenuation settings of 3dB or more, the shoulder attenuation dropped
to -47dB or better.   On units with the power amplifier option, the shoulder attenuation
was worse at the max. outputs.  The older, HV-100EH exhibited excessive carrier leakage
at lower output power settings.  I never saw any carrier leakage on the HV-320 output
spectrum,  at  any  attenuator  setting.    All  three  modulators  tested  showed  excellent
shoulder attenuation in excess of -40dB, except when running near the max. output power
limits..   See Appendix 1 for additional, actual spectrum photos.   

HV-320E:    It can be operated over it's entire 0 to -47dB attenuator range with almost no
change in it's spectrum.

HV-320E-PA2400:    For optimum performance with shoulder attenuation greater than
-40dB the attenuator should be set to -3dB or greater.

HV-100EH: For optimum performance with shoulder attenuation greater than -40dB
and with little or no carrier leakage, the older HV-100EH should only be operated with
it's attenuator over a limited range.  External coaxial attenuators should be used if a lower
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output power is required.  70cm: - use -5 to +5dB.   33cm:  use -3 to +6dB    23cm:  use 0
to +6dB (note: carrier leakage will range from +7 to +2dB on 23cm)

TEST 13 -- BOOT-UP  TIME: It takes approximately 8 seconds from applying DC
power until a valid DVB-T rf signal appears.    The HV-110 takes considerably longer at
32 seconds.

TEST 14 -- LATENCY:    Latency is the word used to denote time delay.  For this test,
the camcorder was put in "live camera" mode.  I waved my hand in front of the camera
lens and timed how long it took to see it happen on the HDMI monitor.  I tested latency
using both the HV-110 and HV-120 receivers.   They have a significant latency of approx.
2 seconds.  Setting the HV-120 to "Low Latency Mode" reduced the latency to approx. 1
second.    Note:  measured latency includes the processing latency in both the modulator
and also receiver used.   It was very difficult to get an accurate measurement with this
method.

TEST 15 --  THERMAL  ISSUE: The  standard  HV-320E  was  tested  with  both  it's
front and rear panels attached.   I did add small rubber feet to the bottom surface to allow
cooling air to circulate under the unit.   The unit ran hot, but not burning, to the touch in a
normal room temperature environment.   For 100% duty cycle service in an untended
location (such as a repeater site), and where the ambient temperature is high, I would
recommend that the front and rear panels be removed and a small cooling fan be used.

For the power amplifier options, dissipating 8 watts in a small enclosed case, the HV-
320E-PA2400  ran very uncomfortably hot to the touch.   There are some holes drilled in
the front panel  to provide some cooling. See Fig. 4. I felt this was insufficient.  I thus
removed both the front and rear plastic panels and also installed small rubber feet on the
bottom to allow air to circulate under the modulator.   Now the extruded metal cabinet
after an extended warm-up is quite hot, but not burning to the touch.   This was in a
normal room temperature environment.   In hotter environments, I feel the addition of a
small cooling fan would be beneficial.   Also, if the 2.4 GHz (13cm) power amplifier is
not being used, then it's miniature DC power plug should be disconnected from the main
pc board.   Without an extra cooling fan and front and rear panels removed, I would be
afraid  to  use  this  modulator  in  a  remote,  unattended  location,  for  100% duty  cycle
service.

CONCLUSIONS: For most situations, I still recommend the more expensive,
model  HV-100EH  (or  HV-200E)  over  the  HV-320E  (or  HV-310E).     The  major
advantages of the HV-320E are it's lower price, higher output power, and smaller size
(which is mainly relevant for drone applications).    The potential buyer should evaluate
his own personal operating circumstances in light of the above observations to make the
best choice for himself.
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APPENDIX: RF Spectrums for HV-100EH & HV-320E

Spectrum Analyzer settings per W. Fischer, reference [4].   Center Frequency = center of
channel,  Span = 20 MHz,  Resolution Bandwidth = 30 kHz,  Video Bandwidth = 300
kHz,  Detector = RMS,  Sweep = 2 seconds    Spectrum shoulders are measured using
markers at ±200 kHz beyond channel edge, i.e. ±3.2 MHz from center frequency.

Measurements  were  made  at  435  MHz,  915  MHz  and  1255  MHz.     The  built-in
attenuator was used to adjust the rf output level over a wide range of >20 dB.   Photos
were taken of each measurement.    Below are  representative photos.

Fig. 8   HV-320E Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = -3dB,
shoulder attenuation = -45 dB,  Pout = +4.1dBm

http://www.kh6htv.com/
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Fig. 9   HV-320E-PA2400 Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = 0dB,
shoulder attenuation = -30 dB,  Pout = +7.5dBm

Fig. 10   HV-320E-PA2400  Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = -5dB,
shoulder attenuation = -45 dB,  Pout = +2.1dBm
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Fig. 11   HV-100EH  Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = +6dB,
shoulder attenuation = -37 dB,  Pout = +3dBm

Fig. 12   HV-100EH Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = +3 dB,
shoulder attenuation = -45 dB, Pout = 0dBm = 1 mW
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Fig. 13   HV-100EH Modulator,  435 MHz, 6 MHz BW, attenuator = -15dB,
shoulder attenuation = -40 dB   note: +10 dB carrier leakage at center frequency


